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- See whether people make same choices that would be rational if their $\mathbb{E}[\Delta p^h]$ were rational
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A certain well-known person, if introduced to the field, might tweet:
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R^2 never more than about 0.3 using observables...

R^2 for their 'main result' is 0.16.

So, stuff about which we (they) have no clue explains:

Best case: 70 percent
BDKS case: 84 percent

Interpretations:
Optimist: Glass is 30 (or 16) percent full!
Pessimist: Glass is 70 (or 84) percent empty!
Realist:
H_0: All results are attributable to unobserved heterogeneity
Deaton: Even a 'perfect instrument' doesn't solve this...
... if the outcome you are modeling is affected by prior choices affected by instrument...
... and the heterogeneity affects those choices.
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A Classic Heckman (1974) Selection Problem, Right?

\[ b \quad - \quad \text{Available ‘balances’ that can be used for down payment} \]

\[ d \quad - \quad \text{downpayment} \]

You buy if \( b + \alpha \mathbb{E}[p^h] + \epsilon > 0 \)

If you buy, you choose downpayment of

\[ d \quad = \quad \gamma b + \omega \mathbb{E}[p^h] + \zeta \] (1)

But authors do not observe \( b \). They estimate:

\[ d \quad = \quad \tilde{\omega} \mathbb{E}[p^h] + \eta \] (2)

But then \( \tilde{\omega} \) is biased estimate of \( \omega \), because \( \text{cov}(\eta, \epsilon) \) is nonzero.

Problem is generic if \( \exists \) any unobserved \( b \) affecting both purchase decision and downpayment.
Authors’ Model

If $\mathbb{P}$ is prob of defaulting and PDV benefit of defaulting is $Z$

Then cost of mortgage is:

$$(1 - \mathbb{P}) E[\text{payments if no default}] - \mathbb{P}Z$$

So if $\partial \mathbb{P} / \partial E[\Delta ph] < 0$, optimistic person believes there is less benefit from default mortgage option.

BIG Caveat (which authors admit): Logic applies only in non-recourse states.

My bias: Finance models imported to household choice always get a lot deeply wrong. Here: No risk aversion ...
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Authors’ Model

► If $\phi$ is prob of defaulting and PDV benefit of defaulting is $Z$
► Then cost of mortgage is:
  ▶ $(1 - \phi) \mathbb{E}[\text{payments if no default}] - \phi Z$
► So if $\partial \phi / \partial \mathbb{E}[\Delta p^h] < 0$, optimistic person believes there is less benefit from default mortgage option
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Authors’ Model

- If $\wp$ is prob of defaulting and PDV benefit of defaulting is $Z$
- Then cost of mortgage is:
  - $(1 - \wp) \mathbb{E}[\text{payments if no default}] - \wp Z$
- So if $\partial \wp / \partial \mathbb{E}[\Delta p^h] < 0$, optimistic person believes there is less benefit from default mortgage option

**BIG Caveat** (which authors admit):
- Logic applies only in non-recourse states

My bias: Finance models imported to household choice always get a lot deeply wrong. Here: No risk aversion ...
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\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\Delta \text{ Friends } p^h & 1999-2006 & 2008-10 & \text{Same-College} \\
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\end{array}
\]

Hmmm

1. If right, model should apply all the time, not just 2008-10

Judging by my college classmates, \text{Same-College} accounts for only a small part of unobserved heterogeneity
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